




An Economic Analysis 
of the Role of Technology Transfer 
and International Migration 
in the Service Sector in China
─ Focusing on the Localization of Personnel  
in Japanese Affiliated Companies 
in the Retail Industry─
????
??The objectives of this study are 1? to investigate the effects of 
technology transfer through foreign direct investment of Japanese retail 
companies in China, 2? to explore the roles of international migration in the 
process of technology transfer, and 3? to make policy recommendations on 
the development of Japanese retail services in China.
??The author raises the economic theory of trade in services as well 
as the theory of multinational companies. Based on such theories, 
comparisons are made on transfers between manufacturing and retail 
industries. Multivariable analysis is conducted on the determinants of labor 
productivity in the retail industry in China. Finally, the author makes 
recommendations to promote 1? modernization of the retail industry in 
China, 2? localization of personnel at Japanese?affiliated companies and 3? 
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? 1953? 1964? 1982? 1990? 2000? 2010?
?????????? 4.33 4.43 4.41 3.96 3.44 3.10
0?14?????? 36.28? 40.69? 33.59? 27.69? 22.89? 16.60?
15? 64?????? 59.31? 55.75? 61.50? 66.74? 70.15? 74.53?
65???????? 4.41? 3.56? 4.91? 5.57? 6.96? 8.87?
???????????? 13.26? 18.30? 20.91? 26.44? 36.22? 49.68?
???????? 7726 12710 21082 29971 45844 66557
???????? 50534 56748 79736 83397 80739 67415
??????? ?? ?? 67.77 68.55 71.40 ??
??????? ?? ?? 66.28 66.84 69.63 ??












































































































































































































??? ?? ???? t? ????
??? .002 .000 6.645 .000
?????? 1.267E?007 .000 2.663 .008
??????? 2.187E?007 .000 10.920 .000
???????? 3.190E?007 .000 9.520 .000
?????????? 5.022E?005 .000 .301 .764
WTO????????????? .002 .000 5.664 .000
?????????????? ?2.702E?008 .000 ?10.124 .000
?????????????? ?6.701E?005 .000 ?1.712 .088
????? .000 .001 .488 .626
?????? ?.001 .000 ?2.040 .042
???????????? .000 .000 .346 .730
?? ???????????????????????
????????????????
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